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Lambda Gains Support
As Campaign Escalates
lftent demanding an investigation of
BOSTON - Gay and "straight"
the federally funded program.
community leaders rallied around ProThe emergence of the leaflet resulted
ject Lambda last week as the Gay
in the immediate calling of the comYouth Advocacy Center came under
munity alert meeting. Ian Johnson,
' increasing attack. A community alert
Project Lambda advocate and spokesmeeting took place on Saturday, Aug.
person, emphasized that no p~rson has
16, to discuss the campaign against
ever
come forward to present evidence
Lambda and a statement of support against the Project. He emphasized
began to circulate in the gay communthat the leaflet had been placed by
ity. In the meantime, "straight"
"someone who knows a lot about the
self-help organizations began to send
social service system.'' State Reprein statements expressing confidence in
sentative Elaine N~ble strongly urged
the beleaguered organization.
the gay community to support Lambda
The campaign against Lambda,
and denounced the impulse to "selfwhich first came to public attention
hate'' that prevents gay people from
with the attack against the organizasupporting their own institutions when
tion in the Globejs "Ask Beth" colunder attack.
umn, escalated with the publication of
One of the most significant decisions
a "Stop Lambda" leaflet. The leaflet,
that came out of the meeting was a
distributed in key places throughout
concensus to establish a Boston Gay
the social service system, purportedly
Community Board to deal both with
came from a group called ''The New
grievances and attacks on organizaCoalition of Gay Mental Health Worktions. The idea, suggested by Fag Rag
ers.'' However, GCN could find no
collective member Charlie Shively, will
one within the gay community who had
be discussed and acted upon at an open
ever heard of such an organization.
GCN meeting, to take place at the end
The group listed no phone number or
of September.
address at which it could be reached.
As gay people circulated a petition
The flyer, headlining "Stop Project
among community lead!!rs tQ support
Lambda," denounced the program as
the Project, social service organizaan ''unethical travesty.'' It compared
tions around the Boston area lent their
the Youth Advocacy program to the
support. The Boston Area Self-Help
Vara bars and called it ''a drain on our
Coalition (BASHC), a group of 26
energy and credibility." The flyer acprivately funded organizations, strongcused Project Lambda of being guilty
ly backed the project.
of "sexual relations between the chilProject Place Public Relations Didren in the program and the directors
• rector Alan Milner stated, ~'Because
and staffers with threats of exposure of
the child's homosexuality to parents
Project Place operates two residential
youth programs, we are able to testify
and school if the child does not comply."
that Project Lambda provides a valuable service by working with a special
The leaflet denounced the Advocacy
Center for "hard drug abuse - by
population of teenagers and doing it
- directors and staffers, plus spoken or
very well. To my certain knowledge,
tacit encouragement for the children in
Project Lambda is as responsible and
professional a service as our own.''
the program to use the same.''
The statement of support from
In addition, Rev. Gibson, program
members of Boston's gay community
co-director, was alleged to have disstated, "We as members of the Boston
criminated against gay women. "He
area gay community are concerned
has expressed the desire to . keep the
about anonymous charges now circunumber of Lesbians in the program to
lating throughout the gay community
an absolute minimum and has stated
and social service agencies. These
that he would like to have Steffi Sumcharges, · specifically, have been dimer, the Assistant Director, committed
rected at t,oth the staff and programs
to a hospital. He believes that all
of Project Lambda at the Charles
lesbians are really bisexual and need
Street Meetinghouse. The undersigned
sex with a man occasionally. (Ask a
sister if this is true),'' the statement
are familiar in various ways with either
this program, its staff, or both. We
continued.
have great confidence in the integrity
Finally, the flyer claimed that "Gibof the program and its people. We
son has threatened people in and out of
the program with acts of vandalism if
express this confidence with our signatures below and call upon any persons
they go to the authorities to complain
who disbelieve the validity of Project
of his misuses of the program."
Lambda in any way to openly express
The leaflet suggesttd a boycott of
their dissent, rather than continued use
the Project and the Meetinghouse and
urged people to write to the State De,.
of unsigned hate letters from unidentipartment of Mental Health, the Drug
(Continued on page 3)
Section of the Attorney General's
Office, and the Federal Justice Depart-

Project Lambda people: 1. tor., Rev. Randall Gibso_n,_ co-director; Pat Eberling,
secretary; Larry Anderson, advocate.
Photo by Martha Adams -

Philly Gays
Fight Police
By Tommi A vicol/i
PHILADELPHIA - With support
from several civil liberties organizations, and the local MCC, Radical
Queens, and Gay Media Project, Gay
Activists Alliance/Philadelphia rallied
against the police last week. They
called for "an end to police harassment, an end to the entrapment of
homosexuals, an end to raiding gay
bars and harassing residents of gay
neighborhoods (by chasing those who
live in houses off of their own steps!)
and an end to police surveillance of
cruising areas."

A direct result of a new wave of
street harassment by Philadelphia po· lice, the rally was attended by some 100
gays. Drawn by a leaflet that read
"Stop wasting taxpayers' money on
victimless crimes,'' some straights
gathered about the east side entrance to
city hall to hear harassment victims tell
::>f their own experiences with the
police.
Blaise DeSesa related how police
were trying to "clean up" Thirteenth
and Locust streets, the drag queen area
in Philadelphia, by pulling the queens
out of Dewey's Restaurant while they
were having coffee. An officer told one
queen, "If you don't want your arm
,/

busted, then you'd better come quietly." DeSesa also told how queens are
often forced to "give head" to police
officers after being arrested on
trumped up charges of prostitution often after being entrapped. He said
the other queens in jail on the night he
was arrested told him, ''Close your
eyes and bear with it, honey."
Harry Lore, a member of the National Lawyers Guild, a group supporting the rally, spoke about his past
involvement with police harassment of
other minority groups; and gave
further support to gays. Jerry Hetrick,
of Radical Queens, urged that we fight
back; ''We're not going to stand for it
a:,_ymore," he said.
Janet Cooper, recent appointee to
the GoV'emor's Task Force on Women,
related how police had stopped women
on the streets because they supposedly
resembled someone "on the FBI's ten
most wanted list."
Gay Activists Alliance plans further
action against the Philadelphia police.
A class action suit, already consisting
of five plaintiffs, will be filed as soon
as a lawyer is found. Several civil
liberties groups are working on finding
a lawyer. The purpose of the suit will
be to stop po ·ce entrapment and
harassment.

..

news notes
DIGNITY CONVENTION

VOICE BOYCOTT
NEW YORK - A coalition of more
than 35 gay and feminist organizations
has launched a massive boycott of The
Village Voice. The boycott against the
weekly newspaper is coacentrating
both on circulation and advertising in
protest at the Voice's anti-gay articles.
The Coalition is urging people to
stop buying the Voice, to cancel subscriptions, and to stop all advertising.
The Coalition accuses the newspaper
of being "sexist" and "homophobic."
It specifically criticizes the Voice for an
"emphatic stress on gay stereotypes; a
quota system in the number of gay ads
permitted in each issue; the total
absence of positive gay news; a long
history of anti-gay articles with a
central theme of undisguised ridicule;
total silence on the reai issues confronted by lesbians, feminists, and gay
men."
The boycott comes at a vulnerable
time for the newspaper. Recently taken
over by New York Magazine publisher
Clay Felker, the Voice has been
transformed into a slick, trendy newspaper and has lost heavily in overall
circulation and profits. "A successful
boycott," says the anti- Voice Coalition, ''is the strongest weapon the gay
community has in fighting the anti-gay
policies of the paper.''

BOSTON - Dignity, the national
organization of gay Roman Catholics,
will' hold its national convention at
Boston's Parker House this weekend,
A_ug. 29-Sept. 1. The convention will
hold a variety of workshops and
addresses. Speakers will include Michael Valente, professor of theology at
Seton Hall University; Sr. Jeannine
Gramick, John E. Boswell, and Rev
John McNeill. Rep. Elaine Noble wiH
also address the gathering. For social
events, the convention will feature a
reception at the Parker House's Rooftop Lounge on Friday night, and a
banquet in Andover on Saturday night.
Anyone interested in attending the
convention can get in touch with the
Dignity National Office, located at 755
Boylston St., Boston. The convention
·costs $35 for those who wish to attend
all events.

GAY STABBED

BOSTON - A gay man was stabbed
last Saturday night on the Esplanade
on his way home from the Napoleon
Club. Robert Calkins of Beacon Hill
was jumped from behind by two or
three men and robbed of $9 and his
bankbook. He was then stabbed and
wa~ unconscious until brought ,to the
emergency room at Massachusetts
General Hospital. The incident happed
at appro~imately 1 or 1:30 a.m.

AFRICAN GAYS
NEW YORK -

The Gay Yellow
Pages, International List of Gay Organizations and Publications, has
,made contact with a gay group forming
in Africa. The group presently has no
name and is underground, because of
fear of the reaction of African governments. The group has a large number
of members and correspondents
throughout independent Black Africa,
in both English and French speaking
countries.
This group wishes to establish
contact with other Gay Africans and
other Gays working in or planning to
visit Africa in order to help end the
isolation of African gays from the
world gay community. The group also
offers information on request concerning the gay scenes in many African
countries. All mail sent to the following address will be forwarded to Africa
for reply: Renaissance Africa, P.O.
Box 292, Village Station, New York
City 10014.

Photo by Jane Picard
FLORIDA CANDIDATE
Jack Campbell, the
MIAMI -

president of the Club Bath Chain, is
running for City Commissioner as an
open gay. Campbell has already gotten
the city to overturn some especially
repressive measures against gays and
has been endorsed by NOW and local
gay organizations.

CHURCH CONDEMNS
NEW YORK - The popular ''bi-

sexual chic" film, "Saturday Night at
the Baths,'' has been condemned by
the Catholic Church. The U.S. Catholic Conference said that the film,
which tells the story of a pianist at the
Continental Baths an'.i his initiation
into the gay world, "has a sadness that
ill accords with the defiant use of gay.''
''Saturday Night'' will open shortly at
the Garden Cinema in Boston.

MORE ON CUBA
HAVANA - The new underground

Puerto Rican gay newspaper, Pa'fuera
reports that Cuban leader Fidel Castro
was recently confronted by the leading
Cuban ballerina, Alicia Alonso. Alonso criticized Castro because several gay
male dancers had been ousted from the
national ballet company. The dancers
have since been reinstated, and a gay
club has reportedly been opened in the
theatre where they perform.

CONNECTICU'F
NORWICH, Conn. -

The Eastern
Connecticut Gay Alliance, which has
been meeting weekly in Norwich, is
looking for larger quarters. An informal social organization with no
officers or by-laws, the group has been
gathering Saturdays at 8 p.m. at the
home _o f a local businessman.
Anyone able to sponsor one or more
of these Saturday gatherings or interested in attending, can reach the group
after 6 Jhm ..at (20~) '889-7530.
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GOV. SHAPP RUNS

Gov.
MANCHESTER, N:H. Milton Shapp of Pennsylvania, a
long,;.time supporter of gay rights, is
apparently planning to run in the Ne~
Hampshire Democratic presidential
primary. The Manchester Union Leader reported last week that the liberal
governor had visited the state and had
conferred with the newspaper's publis_her, William Lceb .

PROBLEM DRINKING

BOSTON - The Homophile Community Healtff Service is sponsoring a
weekly discussion group for people
who feel they may have a drinking
problem. The group will start meeting
Tuesday mornings 10 to 11 a.m. beginning Sept. 2.
, NEW DISCO

· BOSTON - Boston's answer to
C:abaret After Dark, a new-disco called
UL., will open Sept. 4. The club will be
"strictly gay" and will open at 969
Commonwealth Ave. at the old Boston
Club. Oz will have a piano bar where
they plan to have quiet acts like Jade
and Sarsaparilla as well as a large disco
that, according to the owners, will be
"as large as Cabaret." The bar will be
open to both women and men and will
feature a disc jockey named Ricki
Merewether, who has worked at Cabaret L.A. and the Back Room.
GAY BOOKS

NEW YORK - A massive collection
of 54 books on gay subjects will be
published this month by Arno Press.
The series consists of reprints of many
"lost" books on gay themes and is
called "Homosexuality, Lesbians and
Gay Men in Society, History and Literature." The series, edited by Jonathan
Katz (writer of the play "Coming
Out!") with the assistance of Louis
Crompton, Barbara Gittings, Dolores
Noll, and James Steakley, is a serious
attempt to foster the growth and
development of gay studies.
The books, too numerous to list
here, include categories like gay male
fiction, gay female fiction, autob_iograpny, and biography. They are
primarily books by homosexual women and men and not pseudo-sociological and psychological tracts on
gayness or gay lifestyles.
Gay author Merle Miller wrote of
this series, ''The long silence is over.
The fact that there is a reoository of
important and exciting gay literature is
now recognized. The result will be a
monumental library for everybody, to
repeat, everybody.;, Information on
the 54 books and 14 volumes of
periodicals can be obtained from Arno
Press, 330 Madison· Ave., New York
City 10017.
CUBA REVISITED
SAN FRANCISCO -

Another attempt was made recently to force
American supporters of Cuba to come
to grips with that country's oppression
of gay people. A group of sixteen gay
women and men distributed 1000
copies of a leaflet at Cuban Revolution Day, an event organized by the
Venceremos Brigade. The leaflet, while
supporting the Cuban Revolution,
strongly denounced "anti-homosexual
sexist attitudes and practices" in the
socialist republic.
''Gay People in Critical Support of Cuba" in its leaflet urged the Venceremos Brigade ''to make clear and
public their official recruitment policies around gay participation.'' It has
been often ch~rged that the Brigade
discriminates against gay people in its
ranks.
Although the organizers of the
Cuban Revolution Day were not
supportive of the gay people protesting, lavender armbands were distributed to people attending the event and
the actioP- was considered a "success."
Anyone interested in a copy of the
leaflet can contact Ken Ward, Ashbury
#9', San Francisco, Calif. 94117.

•

INTEGRITY MEETS

CHICAGO - Integrity, the Episcopal gay organization, held its first
annual convention in Chicago at St.
James Cathedral Aug. 8-10. More than
150 people from 24 states participated
in the weekend's events, which included workshops on subjects like
"Concepts in Modern Moral Theology," "Counseling Gay People," and
"Problems of Gay Parents." The
noted theologian from England, Dr.
Norman Pittinger, was the guest
speaker and the highlight of the
weekend was the special Integrity mass
celebrated by twenty priests.
OFFICIAL COMES OUT

HOUSTON, Texas (The Advocate)
-The Comptroller of Harris County,
Texas, "came out" and soon after lost
his prestigious job as 'comptroller of
one of the richest counties in the
United States. 33-year-old Gary J. Van
Ooteghem, reacting strongly to the
story of Sgt. Matlovich and his fight to
remain in the military, announced his
gayness and began an intense involvement with gay causes. However, last
week he was fired after he told his
boss, the county treasurer, that he
planned to testify in support of gay employment rights before the Houston
City Council.
METHODISTS CAUCUS

EVANSTON, Ill. - United Methodists from all regions of the United
States assembled here to establish the
United Methodist Gay Caucus. Meeting over the weekend of July 25-27, the
Caucus drafted a Statement of Purpose, elected leadership, and established task forces to work in several
areas.
According to Ernest Reaugh of
Albany, N. Y., elected Caucus Liaison,
the organizing group included lay,
clergy, and seminarians. According to
Reaugh, "Members of the Caucus will
be !lleeting with various boards of the
Church to sensitize them to the issues
affecting gay persons. Plans are also
underway for a presence at the 1976
General Conference.''
Persons interested in joining the
Caucus and becoming part of its
confidential mailing list should send a
$5 check payable to Parish of the Holy
Covenant and mailed to: Rev. C. A.
Lamont, Box 520521, Miami, Fla.
33152.

_MAINE LINE
ByS. W. Henderson
BIDDEFORD, Maine - The Maine
Conference on Human Services will
meet at ST. Francis College herel on
Aug. 23-25. The workshop organized by the Maine Gay Task Force,
"Homophobia in Human Services,"
will be given at two separate times on
Monday, Aug. 25 , There will be Gay
input into other workshops as well,
specifically the one of youth counseling, where an advocate from Project
Lambda of Boston is scheduled - to
speak.

P'town
Center
Expands

Raymond Denied
By Lisa I. Schwartz .
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Confinement
and isolation continue for Jill Raymond, the only imprisoned member of
the Lexington Six, since her appeal was
denied by the Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals. Raymond, incarcerated since
March 8, has been held in civil contempt of court because she refused to
answer questions before a Grand Jury
investigating the Saxe-Power case.
In Cincinnati, Ohio, her defense lawyers argued that the use of Grand
Juries to gather "apprehension information" for the FBI is an "abuse of
power.'' However, the court upheld
the previous ruling of contempt,
stating that Grand Juries convened for
inv,estigative reasons were within the
law.
In a statement from the Madison
County (Ky.) Jail after the court
decision, Raymond said, "I think that
for most people the issues of the case
are simple. Six people stood on their
rights to privacy and to maintain
personal relationships and commitments. We went to jail instead of submitting to authority because our rights
are more important than the so-called
personal freedoms we all enjoy.
"One thing I've learned," Raymond
continued, ''is that our case is not a
freak miscarriage of justice. These

abuses, while serious and important,
are no more surprising or horrifying
than things I have seen done daily to
people I've shared cells with. People
are regularly abused by the systems of
"justice," "law enforcement," and
"corrections." Most of them couldn't
reap the benefits I did of white skin,
middle class privilege, committed lawyers and hard working sup.porters. I
knew, in an abstract way, before, that
things were bad. Now I -have seen that
they are not bad - they are our most
disgusting nightmares made routine.''
Commenting on the atmosphere of
tension resulting from FBI harassment
of the women's community, Raymond
said, "It is only natural to maintain a
certain amount of fear of these
powerful forces, realizing that, when
threatened, they stop at nothing - and
certainly I am afraid, every day that I
have to spend in their cages. But we
can't let the fear get the better of us,
and I obtain a great deal of security
from the understanding that every time
the state comes down harder, it has to
show its true face to people a little
more clearly."
At the court hearing, Raymond was
denied bail. The Lexington Grand Jury
Defense Fund Committee told GCN
they plan to take their appeal to the
Supreme Court.

S'field Gay Violence
really forcefully. When he shoved me a.
second time I pushed his arm away.
That's when he hit me, three times,
SPRINGFIELDfast, in the face, and shoved me on the
· ground. A Provincetown youth is filing a
"I was sort of dazed, scared, and
criminal suit against the bouncer of a
embarrassed. I got out of the bar not ·
gay .bar in Springfield, Mass., and is
consulting a lawyer about bringing a
knowing what was happening to me,
civil suit against the bar. These actions
that I was really injured. Then I
are in the aftermath of an incident at
noticed that I was bleeding. My face
the Stancion Bar in which he claims he
was pulsing; I realized I needed some
was significantly beaten by the bou,ncer
help. I was starting to feel faint.
as the bar was about to close.
"I walked into the Pub to see if they
The incident took place Aug. 11
could help me. They were nice but
when the Stancion bouncer ordered
seemed afraid. One guy thought I
Brian, who was waiting for an acshould go to the hospital. I was feeling
quaintance who had stepped into the
real faint, so I slouched against the
bathroom, to clear out. Brian told him
wall on the floor. A man named Roger ·
that he was waiting for someone.
drove me to the Wesson Memorial
Then, as the young man describes it,
Hospital emergency room, where I was
"He poked me three times with his
able to lie down as I was still faint.
finger real hard, in the gut. As he
''Shortly thereafter two Springfield
poked me he said, 'Well, wait for him
police officers appeared and quesoutside.' I said, 'Hey man, don't poke
tioned me, and I told them this story.
me like that,' and I pushed his hand
They seemed thorough, they seemed
away."
sensitive. They seemed familiar with
Brian knew there were about fifteen
the person who did this and described
people in the bar and didn't understand
someone who fit the description of the
why he was being singled out.
. one who assaulted me."
"He grabbed my arm and put it
Besides multiple abrasions and conbehind me and started punching me
tusions, Brian was· X-rayed and found
to have a fractured nose. His lip was
tom about an inch. The nose got one·
stitch, the lip eleven.
Any witnesses to this incident are
urged to call the "Valley Advocate" at
By Demian

I

I

413-256-6385.

' Rte. 139 Randolph

_fJIAINLYMEN
20 Blagden St.

Boston
Tel. 247-391.0

Hotline
Director
The Gay Hotline has named Paul
Tellalian as its new director. Tellalian ·
fills a void that has existed on the
.Homophile Community Health Serv.ice-affiliated organization since the
resignation of the Hotline's founder, .
Chris Guerin, two months ago.
Tellalian, a clinical pharmacologist,
.has been training director at Project
Place for the last three years. He is
presently chairperson of the Boston
Coalition of Hotlines (BACH) and has
been on the staff of the Boston
Hospital for Women.
Tellalian sees his task as hotline
director as primarily "developmental"
in terms of funds and staff. He lists
funds, training and organizational de. velopment as his main priorities. "It's
important to get our phonepeople out
of the idea that they're listeners," he
said. "They're counselors and that's
an important distinction.''
. The Hotline phones are staffed from
3 to 12 Monday through Friday and
they can be reached for referrals,
advice, and counseling at 426-9371.

Lambda
(Continued from page 1)

fiable groups."
A partial list of signatures includes:
Ellen B. Davis, Gay Media Action
Joe Martin, Gay Legislation '75
Hatricia Hanratty, NWPC Lesbian Caucus _
Elaine Noble, State Representative
Charles Shively, Boston State Homophile
Group
Fred Jungman, Board of Directors, Jobs
for Youth
Alison P.latt, MIT Lesbian Caucus
James L. Arnold, Dignity
Gregory Hanifan, Otherfund Board of
Directors
Paul W. Tellalian, Director,
Boston Gay Hotline
Ann Wadsworth, Gay Speakers Bureau
John Philip Harrison, Treasurer,
UU Gay Caucus
Lois H. Johnson, DOB President, Boston
Arli Scott, Director, Unitarian Universalist
Office of Gay ·concerns

For Info Call 963.;9809

COMDNG EYENTJ
LABOR DAY, .
MONDAY, SEPT. 1 ·

Club wlll be open ,
11 a.m 1 }2 a.'!';·
By popular demand,

· S,ATURDAY, SEPT.13

TALENT NIGHT.

~-----------------------f!',..J
1st Prize HO, 2nd Prize $25,•
3rd Prize $10

[PROVINCETOWN The Gay Community Services of
Provincetown will have a permanent,
year around house at 131 Bradford St.
after Labor Day. The organization has
been operating out of temporary quarters next door.
The group is presently developing a
small homophile library and bookstore
which has been aided by the donation
of gay books and newspapers from
"Yesterday,s Papers.,, A major concern of the Center is the formation of
several consciousness-raising groups,
some of which have already been in
operation.
With the space available, the Center
is offering meeting areas to local gay
groups. An "all purpose" system for
newcomers to town will be in operation
with information available on such
items as rooms, food and recreation.
Workshops in various areas including crafts, teaching skills, etc., will be
started and open to all interested. A
writer's workshop aimed at developing
a quarterly publication is being
formed.
The next big fund-raising event planned bt the org~nization is a Moonlight
Cruise on the HMV Provincetown.
oe held on Sept. 12. The cruise will feature dancing, buffet, gambling, and a
cash bar. The boat leaves Boston at 7
and arrives in Provincetown at 10:30.
After picking up people in P'town, the
boat cruises for four hours and then
returns to Boston at about 4 a.m. Cost
is $18 if you board in Boston and $12 if
you get on in Provincetown.

MCC
Meets
pALLAS, Texas .\More than two thousand clergy and lay
people attended the national convention of the United Fellowship of
Metropolitan Community Churches in
Dallas, Texas. The convention, which
was composed of representatives from
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and
Europe as well as the United States,
was held July 29 through Aug. 3.
Massachusetts State Representative
Elaine Noble and Dr. Norman Pittinger were the featured speakers at the
conference.
Stephanie Bigusiak, newly appointed
Boston MCC worship coordinator,
was licensed at the conference as was
Heather Anderson of the Worster
MCC church. Rev. Nancy Wilson of
Worcester was ordained a minister in
Dallas. Troy Perry, the church's
founder, was reelected as one of
UFMCC's seven elders, and Rev.
Caroi Cureton of St. Louis was elected
an eJder for the first time.
At the convention, MCC made a
concerted effort to "broaden its concern'' and to increase its sensitivity to
the problems and status of women
within the church. The convention
pledged solidarity with the eleven Episcopal women who are fighting to be
ordained in the Episcopal Church.
There was a series of workshops at the
convention dealing with women's issues, as well as other problems such as
racism and alcoholism.
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----EDITORIA-LAs readers of the news pages of ,
GCN are aware by now, an anonymous
and unidentified person or group has :
organized a damaging hate-mail cam- ·
paign against Project Lambda. The
purpose of this campaign is clear - to
destroy the reputation of the Youth
Advocacy Program and to impede its
refunding. GCN thoroughly repudiates I
this crude and calculated campaign and
wishes to express its full support of the i
integrity of Project Lambda, of its codirectors Rev. Randy Gibson and
Steffi Summer, arid the staff of ·
advocates.
/ Project Lambda, because it works
with gay adolescents, is obviously the
most exposed and vulnerable community organization which we have. Themyth of the homosexual male as child
molester is the most destructive and
deeply rooted stereotype which gay
people have to contend with. By its
very existence, by its insistence that
there is such a thing as a gay teenager
with special problems and special
needs, Project Lambda is a vital, functioning refutation of that commonly ;
held myth.
It is hardly surprising, then, that the ·
Youth Advocacy Program is a prime
target for our enemies. The unsigned
"Stop Lambda" leaflet, put out by a
purportedly gay group that no one in
the community has ever heard of, plays
on the darkest fantasies of the homophobic in the crude:s;t kind of manner.
The leaflet conjures up innocent
children forced into lewd acts on the
penalty of betrayal to parents, drugs
dispensed to help the older perverts
carry on their fiendish plots, hints of
the macho male minister attempting to
rape the defenseless lesbian. The accusations put forward by the self-styled
. "New Coalition of Gay Mental Health
Workers" read like the scanty plot of a
bad porno movie.
The accusations put forth in the .
"Stop Lambda" leaflet are so ludicrous that one's first response is
laughter. But even the worst porno
show has its customers; the old adage
''throw enough mud and some of it is
bound to stick'' is very real to the
situation in which Lambda now finds
itself. GCN cannot absolutely guarantee that no abuse has ever happened at
Project Lambda or at any other gay
organization· in Boston. However, we
know the directors and staff members
very well and we are familiar enough
with the program and how it is run that
1
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GCN IS TAKING
A VACATION,
therefore there will be no newspaper next week. The office, lo- •
cated at 22 Bromfield St., Boston,
will be closed from Aug. 25
through Sept. 1.

GCN paid staff reserves the right to reject
any ad.
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Letters to the Editor should be 200
_ ~words or less. All letters submitted for
we can state without hesitation our
publication must be signed; names will
absolute confidence in Project
be withheld upon request. GCN retains
Lambda.
the right to edit all letters.
One of the most disquieting aspects
of the whole sordid affair is the ease
with which people in the gay community has rushed so quickly to believe all
kinds of accusations about the Project.
This mad dash to the rumor mill, the
willingness to believe the worst of other
gay people is disheartening and the
· pattern of self-hate which it reveals
makes a mockery of gay pride and
liberation.
It's a well-known fact that many
people in the community have had disagreements with Randy Gibson and
with the Meetinghouse. GCN does not
GCN:
want to judge the rightness or wrongThe following is a letter I sent to A vi Nelson, a
ness of individual feelings; we simply
talk show host on WHDH. Please reprint.
call on people to put them aside for the
Dear Mr. Nelson: .
present. What's important now is for
As a regular listener, I felt inclined to write in
us to band together in defense of our
regards to your statement (Aug. 5) about the two
community institutions. Project Lamblesbians who are discharged from the Service
da is merely the easiest community
because of their sexual preference. Your stateservice to discredit and if the attacks
m~nt was as follows: "If I had to sleep next to
people like that, it would scare me."
are successful, other community orI feel this comment was really uncalled for,
ganizations are sure to follow.
especially in this nature. Gay women or men are
Project Lambda is a unique institunot in the habit of practicing their sexual
tion in that it is the first program that
preference in front of an audience. More
imprtantly, these women were not discharged bedeals with gay youth ever to be funded
cause of any sexual act, but only because they
by the federal government. The fundwanted to be their true selves, so they admitted
ing alone means that the government is
being gay.
beginning to recognize that teenagers
I suggest you read about homosexuality, and
who are gay or questioning their sexual
try putting a show together where you and your
listeners can have more said on the subject.
identity may have special needs. And
Sincerely,
the government, by giving money to
Brian T. Harrison
the Charles Street Meetinghouse, a
church known for its sympathy with
the gay community, has admitted that
gay adults may be the best people to
help gay youth. This is a pretty radical
position for a government that systematically refuses gays access to government jobs, military positions, and
security clearances .
GCN is proud of the Youth Advocacy Program and the work that-- it has
done and is doing right now. We
demand that the "New Coalition of
Gay Mental Health Workers" come
forward and identify themselves and
substantiate their inflammatory accusations. We urge anyone who has had
direct dealings with the Project to write
down their experiences and sign these
'II' f
letters so that the Project will have supporting documentation. And finally we
strongly urge members of the gay
community to join us in expressing
support for Project Lambda by writing
to the Project cl o Charles Street
Meeting House, 70 Charles St., Boston.
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Correction
We would like to correct the
statement made in last week's
paper. THE MANAGERS OF THE
PRESENT CHAMPAGNE LOUNGE
ARE IN NO WAY CONNECTED
WITH THE CARNIVAL BAR OR ITS
ORGANIZATION.

Editors, GCN:
Arthur Bell errs.
1 have never planned to run against Congresswoman Bella Abzug nor have I stated that I
have any interest in doing so. The very concept
of running against any strong civil-libertarian,
gay supporter and feminist is absurd.
Incidentally, it saddens me that your reporter
chose the easy route of discrediting me and of
propagating a rumor, rather than doing the
simple, courte·ous elementary good journalism of
ch,ecking with me.T. Sgt. Leonard Matlovich
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NEED OF THE WEEK
GCN is looking for another angel
- $75.00 Is needed In order for us.
to loin the Ad Club of Boston.

If the newspaper Is to continue
to grow and become solvent we
must make contact with the
national ad market .
Your financial
Thank you.

aid

wlll

help.

GCN (617) 426-4469

.TWO LARGE ROOMS:
Emerald City Disco
Rainbow Room, Piano Lounge
Featuring the Wizard:
Ricki Merewether, D~J.
formerly of Cabaret,
L.A./San Francisco/B oston

OPENING NIGHT, WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 4
CHAMPAGN_E PARTY FROM 8 - 10
969COMMONWEALTH AVE., ~OSTON, MA
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California Weekend and Other Poems
by Timothy J. Lennox. New York:
Vantage Press. 1975. $1.50.

Review by Tom Myles
Inside every one of us is a voice that
no one else hears. We hide our · feelings on the outside and express them
inside, because most of the _time .
what we feel is too intimate· to share.
We talk to ourselves, perhaps admitting to fears that a lover may leave,
being angry when things go all wrong,
being lonely. And sometimes we are
dishonest to ourselves; people can
usually lie to themselves when they are
unwilling to face something unpleasant. California Weekend is a small
book of poems which are the expressions of this inner voice, of a mind
thinking things over by itself. Collectively the poems reveal the inner uncertainties and confusions which are part
of the maze of life. The book tries to
find order in the world by finding inner
peace, trying to find something permanent in life to grasp on to.
Like most poems these poems present us with an essentially dramatic
situation. There is often ·an auditor;
poems usually give clues that _something is happening as though they were .
lines taken out of a play. Many of the
poems here present situations in which
the speaker supposedly talks to a lover,
or so it would seem. But I really think

•

s eak s oat
-in this case the speaker is imagining a
possible confronta tion, not living
through one. A case in point is the title
poem, in which a speaker worries that
his lover niay leave him for warmer
climate. He can't find a way to deal
with the situation, hence his insecurity.
How do you compete with a warm sun
and cool, West Coast breezes? The
poet presents us with a picture ·o f a
person fooling himself, not wanting to
believe his lover may not lovt him. The
person in the poem is weighing things
in his mind, however unrealistically,
not actually working them out with his
lover.
In "Intruder" the speaker looks into
his mind and sees an image of a boy,
which represents his own past experiences, in a way that mixes unhappy
memory and desire. He concentrates
on the mental experience of years
passing and meeting -boys - hitchhiking, on a bus, at the beach and other
places. He still looks for such boys but he is afraid, not too sure of
himself. Through the use of eye
imagery the speaker calls attention to
his visions but also his self-deception,
his inability to understan d and sort out
his complex emotions.
Self-deception is a unifying theme in
this book of poems. Although intensely
self-searching, the speakers in each are,
at various levels, only partially able to
deal with what they -feel. Hence

schr eibe r's ne
Moving to a New Place, by Ron
Schreiber. Alice James Books, Cambridge, Mass. 1975. $3.00.
A Review by Rudy Kikel
The fifth stanza of '' 5 August
Days," a poem in Moving to a New
Place, Ron Schreiber's second book of
poetry, his first since Living Space
(Hanging Loose), runs, flows, as
follows:
all the people in the house Peggy &
Nico Randy John
Larry & Debby
the
David Dana/ are at the beach
I've balanced my
house is empty
checkbook /written two letters mailed a copy of the magazine to a woman
in Washingt on/looked at pictures in
gay brochures & masturbat ed once
taken a shower/I' m the only person
here you must be back by now the
-sun is shining

When a poetry is capable of releasing tension to this extent, of incorporating material into itself this easily, we
are not in the presence of poetry.
Instead of hard jewels, Schreiber gives
us what poetry is often said to arise
from, journal jottings; instead of
"numbers ," the old name for poetry,
we get numbered notations. No, what
we get in Moving to a New Place is not
poetry as we have come to know it, but
the undoing of poetry: shards, . pieces
of traditiona l poetry. And of course
this is precisely what Schreiber intends
for us to get. What he gives us is a
poetry undone beca1:1se tµe experiences
he is recording are those of one gay,
white male .'Yho feels he has been.
undone in America ("I am not pleased
to be called a white man . . . I am
surely not a straight whi!e man"). Out
. of the delineation of that dissolution,
by flowing to where that dissolve takes
him, he hopes to share with us his

,I

feeling for a "New Place."
The first third of his book gives us
the old ground. What undoes Schreiber
is the patriarcha l, hierarchic, competitive, power-hungry "system" -· in a
word, "manlines s" ("manline ss in
& I
America is a junky's habit
almost OD'd for 37 years") - and its
many ramifications. These ramifications exist, of course, in the public
realm ("Nixon's war"), as well as in
the private one: the poet's father
''thinks that manliness / has something to do with short hair & stud
power he thinks that/ his philandering customers were men." Even the
institutions of gay life are affected:
stan~ng in
"not the marketplace
along the
line/ beside barstools
promenad e/ in Brooklyn Heights not
wearing/ just a towel in a bathhouse
a body/ for perusal & use not that
auction/ of clothes hairstyle crotchpadding cocksize.' ' Finally, all his oneto-one male relationships are dissolving. The only twosome the poet seems
to consider perdurable is one with a
woman (presumably named Peggy),
and in that relationship he comes up
against the walls of their separate
sexual natures: "a sad wall we didn't
build ourselves. "
Schreiber might have preferred to
remain uncontam inated by institutional "manlines s," but in the terrible
central section of his book he describes
·how· it -insists on communication with
him, how it "tracks" him down: in the
form of highway signs (" Johnson Foster Funeral Home/ Metropoli tan Mortgage Company / 'dial F-R-E-ED-O-M' "), of bathroom graffiti
("FREE AMERIC A GAS JEWS"),
of an invitation to his high school reunion and an accompanying questionnaire, rife with bourgeois, heterosexual
expectations (" 'can you come' it
asked 'no way' I answered" ). Soon

emotion is hidden behind cold, flat
statements, often simply because the
person in the poem can't handle what
he feels. Timothy Lennox is talented at
, setting up this inner tension in poems
and exploring it almost to a breaking
point.
The last example of not being able to
deal with a feeling is the marvelous
poem "Mood Morning. " The poem
begins
Strange mood
monday morning,
Restless, fleeting
unthought thoughts
leap from somewhere
to me.
The speaker is depressed. Odd feelings
he can't describe go through his mind.
But he is unable to understan d them at
all, so he describes them by approximating them to other things, because
emotionally he is lost, totally unable to
deal with what he feels.
The poems in this · volume are all
brief, and the lines themselves are
short. This kind of compactness serves
the poet's purposes well. Image and
tone are relied upon greatly. But his
best area is also his weakest: his
imagery. He is adept at taking a single
metaphor and developing it, modifying
it as well as sustaining it throughou t a
poem. For example, "Fireside" shows
two lovers burning a fire to keep warm.

Into the fire go newspapers, then old
books, but then they throw in old love
letters. The image of fire is used to
express, at first, warmth, and then
progressively, passion, ordeal and resolution. Lennox is. marvelous · at this
kind of thing, but in odd places he slips
into cliches, for example, "Cuddling
on darkened winter eves,/fore st walks
in summer breeze,'' which ruin an
otherwise fine poem. The poet slips
into affectation on occasion, such as in
the. poem "Hotel," which begins,
"Proud old fortress!/Y our walls protect/ our past . . . , '' a silly tribute to a
dumpy building full of soggy memories, where the poet's very emotional
tone gets out of control, the unintended result is comedy.

California Weekend is Lennox's first
book, and like many great poets, he is
also the publisher. Lennox is best when
dealing with personal emotions at a
self-conscious level, exposing the reality of what an experience feels like
while showing the inadequate ways we
deal with our emotions. In this way he
makes the experience of being gay very
personal and at the same time universal
through his marvelous understanding
of tensions we all endure but sometimes can't admit, even to ourselves.
The results in his poems are marvelous
expressions of suppressed feeling, or as
:the poet calls them, ''tears unspilt.''

spa ce n1ay be clos e qua rter s
Schreiber is in pieces: he seems to teeter
on the verge of suicide; is reduced to
drug intake in order to achieve a sense
of euphoria, "to get myself together";
and is prone to apocalyptic visions.
Like the three sisters at the encl of
Chekhov's play, the only fulfillment of
his dream of harmony, of "asylum,"
seems reserved for a utopian future:
"the kingdom will come, & it will be
filled with living dolphins & smiling
cats. The insects that survive the last
bombing will grow wings of pterodactyls."
Finally, in the last poems, Schreiber
approaches or comes into his country.
· The new place (anticipated in the imagery of flow, of circularity, throughou t
the volume: a ''red tulip open and
drooping, " the grouping of friends
around a Manchester beach fire, the
acid-induced visions of insects who
"will fly over the fruit in ever-widening ellipses till their wings cover the sun
with a new rainbow") is an open circle,
"a place where rooms melt/ like Dali
watches, reconstitute themselves/ like
Monets, till we delineate them."
In particular , the poet discovers a
new communalism: he seems to have
moved into a commune or collective
(Alice James?), whose members pray
"bless the lasagna Lord/ give thanks
for cherry turnovers "; he . at least
partly embraces the sexual and·political
credo of effeminist Kenneth Pitchford;
and he aligns himself in opposition to
institutionalized monogamy (straight
or gay) that for him has come to signify
incarcera tion, role-play ing, powerstruggline: "one and one is one/
turned on its side/ & bolted down.''
Concurrently with this change, the
poet's persona changes: from the
vulnerable speaker of the early and
middle poems ("loving too hard/ even ·
to know the -alphabet of-love & how to
write its letters';) to the militan~

spokesman of ~he last ("there has to be
a different song for us to sing, we have
to sing it"). Dissolution amounting to
the poet's solution, he will remain
"open," we presume, stretch himself
·
"open" where he is not.
For all its intimacy, there may be
sacrifices for the reader of poetry
whose form and content,_prescribe easy
incorporat ion. To some readers of this
work, however, one kind of facility
may seem particularly saddening or
intrusive: Schreiber's foreclosure on
certain possibilities in the political or
personal realm. Monogamy, for instance, is represented as a ball rolling
downhill, "bouncing over rocks/ into
a stream till finally at last we're neither
of us free in the couple.'' Has the poet
found the image that reveals the nature
of monogamy or is his thinking
coercive? At one point, he presents us
with a "straight man" who runs a
printing press and who is both victim
("he says that he is underpaid ") .and
victimizer, ordering the poet around,
treating him "like a student" (is that
bad?):
on the tip of his head the straight man
has a gash, with six stitches, shaved
clean. I ask him about it. he smiles
& says it was a pane of glass.
probably he never hurts, not so others
see it.
My sympathies here are with · the
"straight man," a victim ofviolence.: _
not only from the pane of glass but
from the cutting edge of the poet's presumption. On the basis of what we are
given, the statement that ''he never
hurts . . . s0- others see it" seems
unjustififed. The stereotype does not
emerge: the man has been made to fit
the stereotype. The episode can call
into question the poet's powers of
identification or judgment.
GCN, August 30, 1975 • Page 7
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Byrd SwiftBy Rose Flower
Picture yourself on a boat by a river
where plasticene porters eat marshmallow skies - the old Beatles tune should
have wafted into the Concourse Gallery at Boston City Hall at the opening
of Byrd Swift's art show. Her oversized canvases with the bizarre symbols floating in strangely-colored space
made each viewer a Lucy in "Queer
Skies" (the name of the exhibit).
The show, sponsored by the Mayor's
Office of Cultural Affairs, features
two series of paintings and several

single canvases. The "Queer Skies"
series feature cats and crescents and
stars, eyes with three eyeballs, wierd
fish, even a carrot with green leaves.
The jolly, almost cJild-like figures
dance in beige, gold and blue skies.
The "Skyscape"s " ' series features big
figures: a rocking horse, the moon, a
rabbit. The large figures jump and fly
over strange skylines; rows of circus
tents, an industrial skyline, a farm
town. These are done predominantly in
reds and browns. Of the single ·
canvases the most outstanding- is the

horse. The elongated figure of the
horse is created by a black line
separating the body and background
which are the same color. It is both
graceful and strong.
The use of the small figure in space
reminds one of Miro, as do the bright
colors, but Swift says that she feels no
artist has inspired her.
"I never go to galleries or shows. I
prefer to work in my studio,'• the artist
said.
Swift said that it takes het approximately two weeks to finish a canvas.
She works big and without presketches. The strange texture of her
Details from various paintings in the Byrd Swift exhibit "Queer Skies" now
hanginglin the Concourse Gallery at Boston's City Hall.

backgrounds was explained.
"I work in acrylics," she said. ·
''They come dry and after I paint on ·a
background color, I drag a brush with
dry pigment over it." The feeling is of
textured material, giving each background color many shades, tones and a
three-dimensional effect.
Swift's paintings run about $500,
but it is rumored that a painting may
be purchased over a period of time for
those without the ready money. Two
canvases were sold at the opening.
The show will be running until Aug.
28. Wander in. Swift's paintings are
fun.
(photos by Jane Picard)
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Shown at: 12:15, 3:00, 5:45,
8:30, 11:15
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ART CINEMA 1-2
204 tremont st
48~·4661.

{}CGJV Comes Out at NJglzl
The fine actress Sylvia Sidney, who
is not to be confused with her caustic
Combat Zone namesake, will star in a
new drama, Scream, which will be tried
out at the Wilbur Theater for two
weeks starting Oct. 22, prior to a
Broadway opening.

·+

It is our prediction that the plant
craze is finally coming to an end.
People are realizing that the plants that
look so lovely in the store actually
require a lot of attention and are a very
risky, expensive investment. We think
that the trend will be away from lots of
randomly arranged small plants toward one or two strategically placed
major plants such as a huge palm or
dramatic hanging ivy that can contribute more decoratively to the overall appearance of a home.

+

+

We attended the opening night of
Tornton Wilder's The Skin of Our
Teeth, which continues at the Colonial
Theater through August. Elizabeth
Ashley, Alfred Drake, and Martha
Scott starred and Jose Quintero directed, but our attention was easily distracted away from the manic antics on
stage by the presence in the audience of
a radiant Colleen Dewhurst, who was
recently directed by Quintero in a long
run of Moon for the Misbegotten.
Eliiabeth Ashley delivered a memorable performance in the role of the
maid, which is a famous show-stealing
part to begin with, but for us; the rest
of the three act evening was just a long
play's -journey into night.

+

+

+

Anyone planning a trip to Europe
should · be interest~d in the letter we
received from a friend who is currently
touring Great Britain: ·
"In London, one relies on the pubs
and a sorry lot they are. But after they
close (at eleven!) the only thing to do is
take out a foreign membership at
Napoleon, a restaurant-disco for members only. Elegant and so cosmopolitan
- on weekday nights it seems that
everyone is European. Oddly, no on.e

does the bump. Is it past ·or yet to
come? Haven't tried the food, but one
doesn't eat in England. Stays open till
3:00, is brand new, and on Bond
Street. Who could ask for anything
more?"

+

+

+

Another friend of ours just returned from a month in London and
gave us a copy of the recent best seller
Portrait of a Marriage, the fascinating
true story written by Nigel Nicholson
about his two homosexual parents,
Vita Sackville-West and Harold Nicholson, who were both very prominent

in England during the Twenties. They
had a very intense love for each other,
coupled with an anything goes understanding. One of the highlights of this
remarkable tale is when Vita elopes to
France with her lover Violet and both
of their husbands follow in hot pursuit
in a rickety two-seater airplane to
attempt to reclaim their wives. Also
revealed here, through old letters and
diaries, is Vita's love affair with
Virginia Woolf, the writer. An amazing story about a couple that was far
ahead of their time!

-frank
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finally ·- a sex D1anual
By THOM WILLENBECHER
Gay S't>irit:,·-A Guide to Becoming a
Sensuous Homosexual, · by David
Loovic:- 1 ~ew York: Grove Press.
1975. $6.95.
We've witnessed The Sensuous Man,
The Sensuous Woman, The Sensuous
Housewife and, reportedly, The Sensuous Dog. Well, it's about time ...
Actually, Gay Spirit is more than a
sex manual. It is actually a comprehensive guide to many aspects of the gay
male universe, giving_,, both handy
pointers on sexual technique as well as
a good deal of moral support on such
matters as quickies, orgies, common
gay fears~ and finding,' ·keeping and
losing a lover. It should say much that
is relevant to almost any sector of the_
gay male population, though it seems
directed especially toward those who
are approaching middle age.

It has its weak points - first of all,
it proceeds on the assumption that
women do not exist, and as a result
does not mention bisexuality or the
question of how gay men and gay
women should relate to one another.
Secondly, ~ stress on self-improvement beco• a bit preachy, sort of
Uale Carnegie done over in lavender.
However, this happens only on occasion.
Such offenses are significantly outweighed by two idea.~ which the author
introduces early and st.fesses throughout the text. The first of these is the
necessity of building a sensual aura. If
one man is to be able to communicate
with another, he needs more than good
looks - he must be able to give the
immediate impression that he is enjoyable to be with and is able to relate on a
1 level which embraces more than the
sexual. This aura, this presence, betraying one's love life, is the result of
personal discipline and adjustment attention to one's appearance, preferences, the needs of one's partner and
so on.
Also illuminating is the discussion of"'
sex roles. Loovis feels that many gay
men fall victim to either of two
extremes - that of being locked into
an exclusive sexual preference - the
Irving Bieber syndrome - to the degree that one becomes unwilling to try
anything else, or that of being unable
to acknowledge that one does, after a
time, prefer one role over another .
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PROVINCETOWN
Available Sept. 1 year round apts.,
furnished, 1 block from center, parking.
No pets. Tel. (617) 487-3393.
ATTRACTIVE STUDIO
'Rutland Square, ground floor, inde' pendent entrance, fireplace, brick
walls, utilities included, even air-cond.,
abou, $200. Call 266-0301 . .
1

.

.

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
AND
WE'LL GIVE YOU THE NEWS
Subscr ib3 now 19 GCN and you 'l l get
the news hot off the presses along with
fabulous features and curious classifieds t?t keep you informed and keep
you interested .

miscelbneous

•
Furnished , one becfroom , Kltc-,.;-en , bath ,~
ANDROGYNY BOOK SHOP
living room, secluded with a yard. 10
minutes to downtown . $175 monthly, · A wide selection of gay feminist and
nonsexist childrens books . Come and
incl. ·utif. f>lease call_Ml te, 562-2900.
visit when you 're in Montreal. 1217
Crescent St ., Montreal , (514) 866-2131 .

.· - e·
fior
sa .

OTHER VOlcE·s....: Gay bookstore at 3-0
SHOW HER YOU CARE
With Lavender Jane Loves Women! Bromfield SI. , 3rd floor, open 11 a.m .
Music for the woman in your life. Send 10 6 p .m . Mon . th rough Satu rd ay. Many
$5 .25 (N.Y. res. add 40 cents) to: new titles including Woman Plus
Project #1, 210 W. 10th St., Box 17, ·worr.an .
NYC, NY 10014. Allow 4-6 weeks - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~r"II.AI
delivery.
~
~1
GAY POSTERS & BOOKS BY MAIL
I
Free catalog, includes these titles:
GAY SOCIETY OF ANGOLA
"Amazon Expedition," "Unbecoming
Men," "The Early Homosexual Rights New Gay organization in Louisiana
Movement," "This Woman," "Great Gay prison. Anyone interested in helping
1 in the Morning," etc. Times Change with support contact Anthony T. SmithPress, Box 98-GCN, Louisa, VA 23093. GSOA , PMB- 71437-CBA, Angola, LA
70712.
TICKETS FOR P'TOWN CRUISE
The Gay Community Services of Prov- AMERICA LATINA-LATIN AMERICA
incetown will be having a fund raising
event on Sept. 12th. The Provincetown Est amos interescjdos en co-nrunicarnos
Moonlight Cruise on HMV Province-:· con Gays en America Latina Y el Caribe .
town will Include dancing, buffet, Si tienes amiSlades en e 5t as ar~as, por
gambling and cash bar. It leaves favor pideles que se comuniquen con
Boston at 7 Pm and P'town at 10:30. For nosotros , o envfanos sus nombres _Y_..
tickets call: in P'town 487-3158 or in di recciones . we are interested corre. s.
t 742 1220
ti L " d
. ponding wir h Gays i1t Latin Amefica
·•
Bos1on ca · m a a
. If you have frie nd s
Caribbean
the
I and
- -· CAPE COO-B·Y tNVESTM-ENT
in these areas. p~ase ask them to _write
For sale by owner, 2 yr. round 3 br.
furn. beach houses. Magnificent water us .. or send ys their names and
addresses. Comunidad de Orgullo Gay.
view, beam ceilings, hot air heat, oil
Apart ado 5523 : Puerta cle l ierra , San _
frnkln st ove, fplce, private beach .
$38,500 each, both $72,000. Phone
(617) 426-6970, Richmark, Box 2, North ,J-u-an~ P . R · 00 ~043 =: ~r
:..__S_U_P_P_O_R_T__,..L_E_S_B_IA.,.._N_M_O-.T-H-:-t.-R_S_
Eastham, MA 026!11. ·· ·
Lesb ·Ian .Mother's National Defense·
-· ·
GAY JEWELRY
I
Send your $1 .00 for the Discou'n t l Fund , 2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, \
Catalog. Also receive your free m~m- Wash. 98109, 206-282-5798 . Memberbership in the Ombudsman Savings . ship $5 .00 .
Club. LIFETIME GUARANTEE. Om- •
WE'RE "mT AFRAID ANYMORE!
bµdsman Enterprises, 104 North Westih Worcester , Mass. Join - us at MCCm.ore Avenue, Lomb~rd, Illinois 60148 .
'1111::~~~~~~~~~~~~~.S-~, Worcester 4 _ p.m . Sundays , Central
: Church . 6 Institute Rd .. near Lincoln
. Square . Call Heather and Nancy
Hermaphradiety
~(ministers) o~ Bob~deacon) : 756-?73~
by Alan Friedman
-available at
•· NAT'l GAY PRISONERS COALITION .
.: I would love to hear from any Gay
OTHER VOICES
JO Bromfield St., Boston
-, Brother or. Sister, who is interested in
helping 'fitJerate - the Rights ·• of Gay ·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• Prisoners in Federal Prisons. Contact:/
Johnny Gibbs , #86976-132 . Box 10C'-'l, 1
U.S. Prison , Lewisburg, PA 17837.!
(Chairman ol the National Gay Prisoners coalition)

rv-,gan•Zu II\..JI

jobs offered

JOB OFFERED
Paid position, dishwasher, 6 days,
9-q:30. Meetinghouse Cafe, 70 Charles
St., Boston. See Billy .
JOB OFFERED
To gay carpenter, M / F. If you're
learning, or not competent, please
don't waste my time and yours. Must
know window repair, stairways, closet
construction; some knowledge of plastering desirable. NOW! Phone Dave,
426-6025. Located in South End, Boston. -~ cooL

BLACK GAY MEN'S CAUCUS
Meetings held every Monday evening at!
8:00 p.m. Concerned brothers should
call 617-734-0618 for more information ·
or write to GCN, Box 9600.

The Peoples College of Law of the
National Lawyers Guild is a new ◄ -year
law school criented toward those
usually excluded from the legal educational process .
Gay people,-esp~cially lesbians and
third world gays, are definitely welcome. Entrance requirements are 2
-- HAWKERS-· - ---·- - · - years of college leading · towards a
GCN needs hawkers in P-town. this Bachelor's degree, or you must take the
_su'mmer. Work only a few hours a day college equivalency test. Tuition is low.
and cover your vacation expenses. See All applicants should be committed to
Bill Damon at the Owl's Nest, 158 · use the law as a tool for social change.
For more information, write Gay
:q_C?_mmerpi~I St., P-town.
- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - , Caucus, c/o PCL/NLG, 2228 West 7th
L.A., CA 90057 or call (213)
Street,
Be your own boss-. Set·yaor own hou-r.s.
Join the GCN team of ad representa- 388-8171 .
'MCC/Provldence
tives . Don·t restrict yourself to Boston .
Rev. Joseph Gilbert. pastor.
We have outl~ts all over New England .
Come worsbip with us every Sunday at
20% Commission . Earn extra money,
1 pm., 37 Clemence St . , Providence (off
or make it a full-time ·job . Dennis, Bill,
·
of Washingion St.) (4~1) 274-1693.
and Diane are here to help you . Write
- - -- - ~
~G~C~N:,,:._o~r~·~c~al~l~6~1~7--4~2~6~-4~4~§~9...__-.-~FUNDRAISING COORDINATOR
GCN needs a person to organize
fundraising events. 20% commission!
ized throughout Nev.
Events to be organ_
England. For more information call
426-4469 or come into the office at 22
Bromfield .St. !)etween .10 am-6 pm.

jobs wanted

NGTFNEEDSYOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing
gay civil rights group in the country! The National Gay Task Force works
with a professional staff on media
representation, information clearinghouse, religious reforms, corporate
non-discrimination statements, more!
Help support our work-join now. $_15
membership.. ($5 limited income) includes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth
i6:ve:.,-Rtn. -5Q6, New Y-ork, NY 10011:

"P9rSdrals_.

BARTENDER
GM , 23, tired of working In straight
bars, seeks job working for Gay people ..
GWF 25 seeks GWF 25-30 who is
Will work at business or private parties. ,
interested In long standing relationCall Dan at 617-744-0256.
ships. Write GCN Box 448.
RACHEL AND SIDNEY
KOSMrc LESBIAN BLUES
Gutsy sapphi<;: songs and freaky instru- Was so good to see you. I just hope it
mentals - almost all original - 1 les• wasn~ the last time. Take care. Keep in
bian, 4 instruments, nTany styles. touch! Love, Jill.
Reasonable rates, can Margo, 232- GWM mid-30s seeks friendship, things
4181, 2 p.m.-4 a.m., or write GCN, Box to do . I'm friendly and easy going.
1970.
Prefer GWM masculine in appearance . I
enjoy bowling, outdoor sports and
Gay employers: want gay employees? ·popular shows. Would like to meet
Why not try a GCN classlfled In the someone . to share some of these
-.,.,
Jobs section? . •-·
interests. GCN Box 451 .
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GAY POST GAYZINE
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • FAG RAG announces it Fall Deadline
for submissions. Graphics and photos
DRINKING PROBLEM?
New York City's very own beautiful art
especial!¥ desired.
Jain us in an open discussion group,
graphic, cosmic spirit, movement jibe,
Tuesday mornings, 10-1 I a.m., beginning
gaytorials, love, joy . $6/ yr. Free to
Merrimack,
to
GWF couple just moved
September 2, 1975
prisoners and poor people. Box 227,
GWF
other
·N.H., would like to meet
Old Chelsea Station•, N.Y.C., N,Y.
Homophlle Community Health Service
couples from N . H. for friendship. Age 10011.
80 Boylston St., Suite 855, Boston
40 to 50 . Write GCN Box 446.
Phone 542-6075
FOCUS ,
#
UNCLE DON
A Journal for lesbians ; put out by
It's been years. Remember those week- ·
Boston DOB. New , exciting format . 60c
FRI. NITE BLUES?
end trips with U1e whale? Call Dorset
· sample copy , $6 .00 for 1 year. Send
Why be bored , hassled or stood up?
Bob in Boston . Call · -operator for
check to DOB , 419 Boylstpn St. , Rm .
number. Best time 6 p .m. ·
Come to GCN office at 6 pm and
~:I- s;osloff~ MA 02tJ6. _ . .: · --- -;;
pleasant
and
folks
good
experience
GWF 33 (Zodiac sing-cancer) with ; '
TEAMfMAIL Ofll'.)E-1ttfOUS-E· - - conversation . while fo lding and mailing
daughter 10 in Methuen, Ma. Honest · ' Publ isher of fine ~agazines a'):d mail .
•
GCN .
affectionate very gentle. Not into : Iorder produ9ts . Write today for free
---..,
drugs/booze-seeks same . Write GCN
catalog to : TEAM , 883 Geary St. , San
j
Young, Gay a'.nd Hassleo?
Box 444.
Francisco CA 94102 .
Call or drop in to Project Lam_bda, 701
Transvestite Newsletter. F"ree Sample .
Charles St ., Boston. (227-8587). An '
GUIDE .
PERSON'S
GAY
A
Has Articles . Photos , Personals and
advocacy program.. for youih (12-17 yrs . .
TO NEW ENGLAND
· Unu sual Olfers . Write : Empathy, Box
old) who need l;lelp dealing with fa!JllJy, ·
busiof
listings
400
.
..
1975 edition
court. schO<H-,'etc. M-F ,·10 am-6. oin. -t
12466. S~attle..,_Was_h. 98111 . ---4• '---:
nesses, services , organizations, craftsI
Cuhured aware mature GWM , well en-1 and
life
people, professionals. Gay
Personal ad listing -service . 100's of
.dowed, seeks same. No hangups ,!
Cob,
liying from Cape Cod to Cos
personal non-coded ads of young
prefers men sensitive with creative ap•
.Bridgepo~ to ~angor. $2 to GC~/-~PG, · persons. Send 50c for a recent sampl~
proach to all expressions of life force. ,
Box G-1, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA : issue with complete information and an. l
Phone number and address, please.
' , ·ad form . Write : BSJ , Box 337, Milli~n ,._;- _
'
02108.
. - -·· - --GCN -Sox "44T: --· .. ~- _- -- --· ·r. ·::
:
-e6 :i~0543.
res>
seeks
·connecticut
central
GWM,
NORTH SHORE TE-ENS?- - - ·· - apartshare
to
18-35,
ponsible male,
GWM; teenager, living at home, seeks
ment expenses (life?). I have many
other young Gay males for friendship in
i~tere_§_tS.~h.§Uire yp~rs? Please send
area. It's a drag being at home for the
.
(pnoto. GC_~.- -B~x 421_.,j
summer .with no one to talk to, do
NEW LEATHER CATAL°OG
things with or share experiences. Peter,
M~(tha 's Vineyard Island
Just published. Has great handmade
GCN Box 437.
Guest House: Mixed, discriminating /
S&M, B&D Leather Gear pit.is fantastic
Prof. GWM, 28, seeks gay or bi teen forclientele; poor. Wril'e for reservations: ',
Erotic Jewelry. Only $3. Send with'
companionship. I like sports, theater,
'•High Haven" , P.O. Box 289, Vine}7a(d t
name, address, age to: TANTALUS,
movies, camping. Sex not necessary·
. P.O. Box 9052-G,--Bestoo, -MA---02-11-4,- Haven . MA 02568 . Reasonable rates.
unless mutually agr_eeable. Be sincere.
-~
·
-: ·
.
.
·Box 1980.
GVVM' 25 6'1"-ton-g brn-tratr-bta-e eyes•
·
'
d
·
Jim: Are you going on Sept. 12th . 235 lbs into music antiques
cars goo
smoke and most anything else if you
P'town Cruise? See you there, Chip.
want someone to show and tell I'm your
Marge: See you Sept. 12th after the
guy. Ray Whitney, P.O. Box 13, Brent- · Responsible student or other. Small
P'town Cruise. Diane.
unfurnished room overlooking Joy St.,
wood, Long Island, N.Y. 11717.
College student, 20, handsome and
well-built, 5,10.. , 160 , seeks financial
part of larger apt., available Sept.-May.
GWM, 31, attr, prof. looking for same , $125 covers basic cost of utilities. Call
assistance from gentleman in exchange
for companionship. Send tel. and/or , to share spacious, beautiful, new 4 i 617:523-5422.
bedroom house in B_oston. ~hould have i GWM couple offer free rm and board to
pie to GCN Box 432 enough furniture for 3 rooms or more.
Gay student in exchange for light
You like to read, maybe write a little.
Should be neat, intelligent, fun•loving,
household duties with opportunity to
You enjoy art, music, photography and
responsible, and caring. Trememdous earn extra money in small business
the soft light and crisp air of fall. If your
stu-'
No
person.
right
for
opportunity
with some typing. Send photo and
head is together, this GF would like to
-dents please. NITES (617) 364-5861. I resume. GCN Box 449.
meet you. GCN Box 454.
GROUP LIVING FOR GAYS
GWF age 38, feminine, attractive, wellNew Community Projects is having a
built, gentle natured, seeks same for
discussion groups on issues of group
lunches, drives in the country etc. In
living · for gay and bisexual folk on
Western Mass. area. GCN Box 453.
Sept. 7. Separate discussions ·
Sunday,
PEACEWORK
NEED A PARTNER
gay men, and bisexual
Nonviolent social change news- report- : for Lesbians,
For squash, jogging, canoeing, boxing,'
.people . All-gay and mixed groups will
ed in lively monthly New England
board games, canasta, frisbee, etc.?
6ewsletter . Subscription $3, sample · be discussed. Begins at 5 pm with
The Gay Recreational Activities Compotluck supper. For information, call ·
c: opy free. Peacework , 48 Inman St .:,
mittee has expanded to include non. - NCP at 262-3740.
Cambridge , MA 02139 .
team games, and provide partners for
GM 26 seeks place to live in Boston or
people who wish to play and or learn
MAJORITY REPORT
such games. For Information write Ron
pub-: Camb. Non-smoking vegetarian seeks,
· Feminist News For Women
same. Please write Gary, GCN Box 452.
at 25 washington St., 2nd Fl. , Charles-.
It shed every other week Subscr. $5.061
town, MA 02129.
-'ye-ar.-7it<3rove--St ~-NYC 100t4. - _ ;
GWF ROOMMATE-FRAMINGHAM
Near Route 9 _ bus, · shopping. Share'
-~
Relax & unwind with NYC student 21 , ¥· ·.w --Wm MAG-AZINE
condominium. $135 includes heat,
available as model-masseur-escort. .Peace and freedom through non-violen• 7
electricity and local use of phone. Call
action Subscription : $7/year . WIN
Good looking . Experienced. Can travel.
879-6831 after 7 pm.
;sox 547 , Rifton . N.Y . 12471.
Moderate fees. Mike, 212-348-5035.

1

r.esorts

roommates ·

publrotbns

*.

classified ad order for01
Classifird Ad dradlinr is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
publication).
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads acc11ptrd by phone.
Mak11 check or mont') order payabl11 to Gay Community
!'lje"s• 22 Bromfi11ld St., Boston. Mass. 02108.
:Since we serve the Northeast, please Include your area code
if your ad includes a phone number._
.•

..

If )'OU wish to pick up your mail at the GCN office: Our
hours are: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Wednesday;
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.• Thursday; JO a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday and
·
Saturday; and 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., Sunday.
J

Pl11ase circle one· of the following ad categories:
INSTRUCTION
FOR SALE
APARTMENTS
PEN PALS
JOBS WANTED
JOBS OFFERED
RESORTS
PERSONALS
ORGANIZATIONS
RIDES ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
PUBLICATIONS
LOST & FOUND
MISCELL.

.

_-

N,on•busin11ss: $2 .00 for 4 lines (35 characters per line); each
.addiIional line 2.5 cenis. Headlines are 50 cents for 25
charac1ers.
Business (if ycftl charge mone)· for a service, you are a busi•
ness): $3 .00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters per line)
and 50 cenls for each addi1ional line. Heacllines are $1 .00
for 25 charac1ers.

; Headlines___ at$___ per week $._ _ _ __
t

/ First 4 lines___ at$___ per week $,_ _ _ __
__ - _.,
line.= -ai $_--_ _:-per week$._-_- _ __ _
add'!
·'Each
- ---- . -. .
.
. -

.Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/6 weeks

Rox .Vumbers:

are available a1 $1.00 for 6 weeks if you pick up your mail.
If. however, you wish your mail forwarded. the rate is
$+'.00 for 6 weeks. Mail is forwarded at 1he end of the 3-rd
and 6th weeks. If you want mail forwarded more often,
please include 50 cents above the $2.00 charge for each
addi1ional time you want it forwarged .

$. _ _ __

Forward .Box No. at $2.00/6 weeks

$, _ _ __

Extra_Forwardings at 50¢/time.......

$, _ _ __

TOT AL ENCLOSED .... ·-·•················ l - - - PLEASE PRINT NEATLY.

Number of weeks ad is to run , ... .. .. . . . ......... .. ... .

Name ........................................................ .

Address .................................................... .

City .................................._..... State ........... .

Zip .......... ..... .-.·..Phone ..............·.. ·.•··········~···

III
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CLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified
GWM, 22, warm, intelligent, athletic,
sks compatible straight-appearing
rmmte (M / F) to share an (as of yet)
unfound apt. Preferably Back Bay. I've
no phone, so write: Box 379, 102
Charles St. , Boston 02214.
Boston, Copley Sq . - Unique monastery living, 1 to 4 could live comfortably at $240 inc. all utilities. Call

267-2274.
Collective in Watertown seeks roommates . Please call 926-5739.
Gay ·Male or Female wanted to share
large comf. single house near the
ocean, no shore, with male owner. Box
15, Swampscott, MA 01907; mornings

592-6494.
Woman seeks 1.,amoridge co-operative
household with non-sexist people for
Sept. Call Joy, 617-723-5323.
I NEED YOU
Male rQommate to share lge new furn .·
apt. very secure bid . Bay Village near
downtown Boston $100 mo., ½ utilities. Call 617-426-6970. Weekdays before noon best.

services

Working Lesbian, 26 , seeks others to
form house or would like to join Gay
house. Call Na11c-y , 617-965-6376.

Two sp'unky women and a van will move
you and your stuff. Rates : $14 an hr.
For the set of us. Call ·Jeanne or Chris
at 864-6695 and make arrangements!

Four women looking for feminist to l ive
in our friendly political Camb. house.
PrefeLa. Lesbian_. 547.:-0268.

LINDA.:--

24 Tremont Street
Boston, MA.

Professional woman wanted to share
my home & expenses . GWF, 35-45 Central Gonn. Must be clean and
-honest - ph9to _please.
GWM , 3-t, -attr, p-rof. looking for same
to share spacious, beautiful, new 4
bedroom house in· Boston. Sho.uld have
1inough furniture for 3 rooms or more.
Should be neaVintelligent, fun-loving,
responsible, and caring. Trememdous
opportunity for right person. No students ptease. N1TES-:(617t 3~4-5861.

Gay broti '"'"-Wanted to join radica1ized
faggot collec1 .. e on Fort Hill. Nonsmoker preferred . $60/ month+. (617)

440-8551.

BEACON TOURS

1

Disco Dancing
1st and 2nd
Floors
Game Room
in Basement

·

!.'li,PeSETTING FOR ·
GAY COMMUNITY
Use our facilities {phototypesetter plus
IBM Composer) to produce your .
booklet or publication. Good rates . (We
are GCN's typesetter.) Write GCN Box

!39 .

Sunday Bruncn
12:30-4 p.m.
Buffet 6:30 p. m.
Cocktails 12-8 p.m.
7 c!---- ,, week

1270
1270 Boylston St.,, _Boston

:COM'MONWE.ALTH .CAMERA

Sip From A New Gay Cup .

26'2-7076

,~t WORlD FAMolJ ·

:>Den Mor. ,-Thui:~ 9-9 - . Fri. & S«,at_. 'til_§.:

.

Attention: North Shore Gay Females we l<now that many of you desire to
"come out" and meet your Gay Sisters.
Let's Get Together! We are casual gays,
seeking more North Shore friends. No
drug users please. We want your
friendship! Write GCN, Box 436.

TEACHER NEEDED
Wanted , piano lessons for· beginner.
Any time day or night. GCN Box 450.
AMATEUR BOTANIST
Seeks field trips with same in New
England and correspondence with
those in other parts of the country . ,Exchange of drawings, photos , materia
botanica desired . If interested, write
Ron Arruda, 43 Hano St. , Allston, MA
021-34. Fri-ends of 'Pflantzen· O'hite!

Van and driver for hire, short or long
term contact, commercial-industrial deliveries. Ron, 617-267-1540.

We Are

i

wanted

JANUS COUN>SELING ASSOC.
Individual. " group . and couples counseling for men and womeri by professionals who understand the special
issues of gay and feminist lifestyles.
Fees on sliding scale. (617)c536-3071.

,Every phase--Cameras . . . new, used,. rented, repaired.
Accessories.• .. lenses ... filters, ·projectors, batteries, cases.Darkroom ~. . equipment, supplies, gadgets.
Films . . . sheets, bulk, color, black & white.
And photofinishing-Quality Black & white done on premises for 24 hr. develop l!, ·coMact sheets
- 24 hr. Ektachrome.
We try to have everything to make your shooting enjoyable.
JustAsk ..

The rush will soon be on for apts. and
houses for September! Don't wait until
the last minute - advertise in the GCN ·
Roommate and Apt. sections of the
classifieds. Rates are on the classified
ad form.

742-12~0

MAKE MAILING EASIER
Addressograph machine for rent. Rea.,
sonable rates ($5.00 minimum). Call
Skip or Ann, 426-4469.

'INTERESTE-D7lrPHOTOGRlPBf?

712 Common~ealth Ave., Boston

arrest of Wayne A . Tiffany , wanted by
New York and Bo~ton Police for Grand
Larceny . Cati Oet. John Toomey, at
247-4370 or write Mr. Gold at 65 Bardin
St. , Hanover, MA 02339 .

BUSTO," BAIL PROJECT
Most people who are a·r rested are
allowed bail. The rich can always pay.
The poor often languish in dirty cells
just because they are poor . You can
helo . Contact the Boston Bail Project,
1151 Mass. Ave . . Cambridge. Mass .
')2138 , ·or call (617) 491-_1_57_5_._ _ __

Provincetown Moonlight Cruise, Sept. 12

227-6167 .

$200 Reward for info. leading to the

Good look ing , experienced , can travel ,
moderate fees . Mike, 212-348-5035 .

Gay Trips

Interim roommate wanted. 1-3 mos .
Beacon Hill , own be'droom , $150 mo.
rent. Settled, amiable person . Tel.

ATTENTION BEACON HILL!

Relax and unwind wilh NYC student ,

21 , ava i lab le as model-masseur-escort.

1P

''The best place to find your mail:'

OLE'

S

Champagne Lounge
Boy Go-Go
Dancers
.Happy Hour 6-9 p.m.

Hosts
Jay & Frank

Buffets
Wed. 7 p.m.
Sun. 3 p.m.

Open 12 Noon 'ti/ 2 a. m.

227 Tremont St. Boston 338-8

282 Main St., Worcester, Mass.
I

BEACON HILL BICYCLE SHOP
SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

Support Small Businesses

303 CAiv1dRIOGE ST.
BOSTON, MASS. 02114

~617) 523-9133

YELLOW SUBMARINE
.

.

Sb .

,"Servi.'lg the Best. u s m C!Jfn

"

PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL

.478 Coiumbus Ave . .
Boston, MA 02118

DONALD P. WILLIAMS

TIIDI IDIDDS

Registered Electrologist

ftl1!!'f-8180

419 Boylston St.
Boston Suite 607

PROVINCETOWN l

£VI

• Parking
• ·Continental Breakfast

\7 Cambria~- St., Bo,ton
Tel. 523-8546
,.zcrossfrom Beacon Hill, near Mass. General)
Open 9:30 am-3 am, 7 days a W~!.

,PEASANT STOCK
RESTAURANT

"Plants & Flowers For Every Occasion ..
BAC-MC-CB-DC
Credit applications accepted
Flowers Wired
M-Sat. 9-6

-Call or Write for
Information and Reservations
THE TRADE WINDS

'5 ~inutes f~om Harv~rd Square)

_· 12 fohnson St.

421 Washington St.,

l*7} 4a1.o-1 ~•j

,.Somerville. 354-9528
· ~<fve tq_isadforll)IJ/o Courtesy Discount

CARRIAGE HOUSE CRAFTS '

for repairs only

Functional & Decorative
Stoneware Pottery & Treasured Things

LESTER'S T.V.

(off Rt. 9)
110 Upper Gates Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Tel. 879-0180

-\C.COMMODAT(QNS
..:.. Bv the Beach ~
includin;

Oscar VV11de"'iemorial Lounge
(Student Dormitory)

JV-Radio-Pbonos-HiFi-Color

'{iie
.u7J,feetinghouse

Cgfe

1

C&u'J1ount ~rnori

:iutffiam..oa~ooa~

CJJoston, 'M'A

·r------- ·---------7•·

:l THE LtNEN !
dI
CLOSET
II
,I
,
,l Everything in Linens
t
for
the
Kitchen,
·
1
'ti~~
I
1
~

It

______.....__--________. :1

,..

Coffee - Pastry - light l~nd,
THs.-Sun. 11-12. Closed Mondoy
Sidewalk Dining T~I Midnight

1~ 8 Commercial St.
Provincetown, ma.

Expert Repair & New T. V.s & Stereos
-at lowest prices ANYWHERE! We also
buy and sell used T. V.s. Outside antenna
installation a specialty. Mass. Tech.
Lie. 981.
'Old fashioned service at an honest price'
. . . Fre_e .Pickup and Delivery
15 Revere St., Beacon Hill, Boston
Tel. 523-2187
5 e rv i n g H o m e Cooked

JTALIAN- -FOOD
0pe,,; ot 5 fo r Dinner

UJTl/f!r of Clif,.rles

•

CIO\edMonday

THEHO~!,,!~~URANT
-

12 \\ ILTO'\ ST. , Allston

- --°"-~~SI

_7 83-513 f

,_.,han,o,~

I

za3.szo1

I

Provincet~wn, MA 0265!,

Bed and Bath , -

'. I

I

I

1
~

-•=-:,r•~~

103 Charles Streel
Boston
,,

s23-1240

1

~

.';

~\ ~

t~ 'I

I

.I

I
I
I

I
t

I

Come Brow_,~ Among Our Wide
Selection of Traditional and Contemporary Designs in Sheets , Towels ,.
Tab lecloths and Accessories .
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Queer Skies, an exhibition ·or paintings
by Byrd Swift, in the Cop.course
Gallery, Boston City Hall. 12th-28th

Dignity Nationa1 -....,onvention in Boston, today, Saturday, Sunday and
Monday. CaU (617) 742-1220 for
details.

Open Meeung: 'the ·iast Tuesday of
each month at 7:30 pm, Gay Community News has set aside for an open
meeti:\lg with the .community. If you
would like to be heard or just listen, go
to the GCN office, 22 Bromfield St.
(across from Granary Burial Grounds),
Boston. For fur~her information
call· (617) 426-4469.

Drinking problem? Join us in an open
discussion group, 10 am-11 am, at the
Homophile Community Health Service, 80 Boylston St., Boston, suite 855.
This is a new service under the alcohol
services program. For further information call (617) 542-6075.
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Metropolitan C-ommunity Church of
Boston will sponsor Susan Orr from
the Homophile Community Health .
Service who will discuss the H.C.H.S.
alcoholic program. The movie "Chalk
Talk" will be shown afterward. The
program will begin at 7: 30 pm at 131
Cambridge St., Boston .

.;

PROVINCETOWN CRUISE: The
Provincetown Gay Community Services Center is sponsoring a cruise on
the Big Provincetown Boat, leaving
Boston at 7 pm arriving in P'town at 10
pm. Three hours of sailing, drinking
and dancing al~ for $12.00, or cruise
and stay the weekend for under $50.
For tickets and further info call 7421221 in Boston or 487-3158 in P'town.
All proceeds to benefit PGCSC.

WITH EACH 2-YR ( $24.00·)

SUBSCRIPTION
Name---------Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c~-------Stote~----Zip _ _ _ __

Bowling season· is· here again! The gay
recreational activities committee bowling league is reforming .for another
season of athletic sharing. Bowling
begins at 8 pm at the Boylston Bowladrome, 1260 Boylston St., Boston. All
gay women and men are invited to
come out and get on a team. If you do
not know how to bowl we'll teach you.
Cost will be $2.10 weekly. Don't be left
out.

h
People with Gay Concerns of Rhode
Island will meet this evening at 7 pm.
There will be a pot-luck supper
followed by a report from the steering committee looking into the restructuring of HCSI as the umbrella group
in the community. This meeting is vital
to all gay people in the area, and your
support will be most welcome. Call
(401) 274-1693 for place.

a
The first dance of the season sponsored by the M.I.T. Student Homophile League will be held in the M.I.T.
Student Center; 84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Donation $1.50. 9
pm-1 am.

Mail to:
GCN Subscriptions
2 2 Bromfield Street

Baston, Mass. 02108
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Quick Gay Guide
tWSTON AREA
[area code 6171
Adolescent male rap session : 4-6 pm . 227-8587
B'n~i t:@~~<!1~~ (Gay JewLsh Grouo)
2~5-6409
Black Gay Men's Caucus,
734-0618
GCN , Box 9600
Bost"on Gay Men's Rap Group
426~9371
Boston Lavender Theatre: ·
492-5220
women's group
440-9241
men's group
876-7528
::::imbridge Hotline
354-8807
:::am bridge Women 's Center
523-0368
~harles Street Meetinghouse
241-8357
Charlestown Gay Neighbors Assn.
227-9469
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
492-6450
Clost Space (WCAS) , 740m AM)
262-1592
Daughters of Bi lit is
Dignity of Boston, c/o 1105 Boylston St. , Boston.
727-2584
Elaine Noble {Rep.)
536-9826
Fag Rag ·
267-7573
Fenway Comml!nity Health Center
267-1066
Fenaav. c/o Tom Nylund
!t-rammgnam UniCQJrn soctety,
P.O . Box 163, i=ramingham , MA 017_01 .
-F-;rt· Hi IIFaggots to[ Free__oom
440-8551
•Ga'ytio111!i'e'( 3 ~ Mori.-Fri.1
426-9371
1
Gay Recreational Activities
I Committee, {GRAC) , c/0 GCN, B9x 8000
~y Aciademic Union of New England
PO Box 212, Boston 02101
266-2069
Gay Alert (for gay community emergency only).
523-0368, 267-0764
Gay -Media Action, c/o GCN, Box 5000 -.
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108
5_23-1081
Gay Community News
_ ·
426-4469
783-1627
Gay Media Action Advertising
Gay Nurses Alliance
232-6323
Gay People of UMass/Boston
287-1900x2396
Gay Speakers Bureau
_
547-1451
Gay Way Radio (WBUR , 90.9 FM)
353-2790
Gay Legislation '75 , PO Box 8841
_
JFK Sta., Boston 02144
4~1-2787, 661-9362
Gay Youth Advocates,
• ··
70 Charles st.
227-8587
864-8181 .
Gender Identity Service
Golden \.::iays
~8998Good Gay Poets
536-9826
Yarvard-Radcl i ife G.S.A .
498-655a
➔ omophile Community Health Svc.
542-518!f
.esbian Liberation ,
c/ o Wo'!len 's Center

·Lesbian Mothers
354-8807
Lesbian Therapy Research Project
354-8807
Massachusetts Feminist Federal Credit
Union, 186½ Hampshire St.,
·
Carnbridae
661-0450
M1:nr.op_o man Comr:nunity Church
·s23-t6e_1
253-5440
'f\ofrr ..Stµdent'Homophile League
267-6160
National Organization for Women
Northeastern Gay Students Org.,
c/o Student Federation. Rm., 152, Ell Ctr.
Other F~nd, Inc . {Gay United Fund),
. ~.O. Box 1997, Boston 02105
426-0412
-Other Voices Bookstore
SO Bromfield St. , Boston
Project Pl;.,.,.
~ -- ~o.
Fr. t'aul Shanley
267-0764
-227-8587
. Pro~ct Lambda
Transvestites I Transgenderists:
Frances Craig , PO Box 291,
MIT Branch , Cambridge, 02139
Transvestites/ Transgenderists:
Ariadne Kane,"Box 161 ,
Cambridge 02140
1Fufts G'ay Community, c/o Student Activities
Office, Medford, Ma 02155
776-0921
Walth~m-Watertown Gays
c/o GCN, Box 7100
Women 's Communtty Health Center,
547-2302
Cartibridge

The Gay Academic union ui New England presents an informal disc_µssion of
Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights and
the works of Colette, at 2 pm in the
first floor parlor, Phillips Brooks
House in Harvard Yard, Cambridge,
Mass. A literature panel will be
conducted by two Boston area college
teachers. One will discuss gay interpretation of Wuthering Heights; the other
will examine works of Colette. We've
deliberately chosen works that many
will have read, since we hope many
others wilf join in the discussion.
C:iaybreak RadioJWMUA-FM, 91.9)
545~2876
Gay Women's Caucus, Amherst
545-3438
' Dign(ty/Bpringfield, PO Box 488
Forrest Park Sta., Springfield 011 07
People's Gay Alliance,
Uf'<Aass/ Amherst
.5..45&1.5.4
'Southwest Women·•s Center
545•0626
583-3904
Springfield Gay Alliance
Valley Women's Center, Northamp~on 586-2011
RHODE ISLAND
[area code 401] Alooholics Together, 290 w 'e sminster St. ,
274-4737
_f3m . 510, Provi~ence

Dignity/ Providence, Box 2231 :
Pawtucket 02861
Gay Women of Providence
Homophile Community Health Ser. vice, Providence
MCC Coffee House, Providence
MCC./ Prov'., 63 Chaoin Ave .
VERMOr. 1

831-5184
274-4737
274-169~
774-1693

[area coda 802]

Counseling for Gay Women & Men,
c/o Vt. Women 's Health Ctr.,
158 Bank St., Burlington 05401
.
-Counseling for .Gay Women & Men
862~138~
Gay in Vermont ; Box 3216 ,~N~ Burlington Sta.,
Burlington, 05401
· 862-239_:l
Vermont Gay Women
862-7770, 863-,3237
.Women's Switchboard
862-5504

Dignity /Merrimack Valley will cel1:brate its first birthday at OiRocco's
Cabaret in Tyngsboro, Ma. The evening's celebration will include liturgy at
the Dignity center, a hot buffet, female
impersonator, live music, a DJ for
dancing, and a whiskey raffle. Ticket
prices are $5.00 per person. Tickets are
available at DiRocco's or at Dignity/
Merrimack Valley, P. 0. Box 348,
Lowell, Ma. 01853, or by calling (617)
851-6711.
Wesleyan Gay Alliance, c/0 Wesleyan
Women's Center, Wesleyan Sta.,
Middletown 06457 ·
NEW. HAM PSHtRE
s·eacoast Area Gay Alliance.Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801
Women's Group, .PO Box 137, Northwood 03461
(Do not use "gay" on any mall to this group)
MAINE

[area coda 207)

Bangor· Unitarian Gay Caucus ,
PO Box 10~6~ !!_3:n_g.o~ 04401_
'Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
136 Maine St., Brunswick 04011
·Gay Community Ce_
n ter/Gay Support
.-and Actton; c/o Bangor Tenants Union;
·23 Franklin St., Ba·ng.or· 04401
·Gay Rights Organizatio·n (GRO)
PO Box 4542, Portland, 04:114
Lambda, 7 Nancy ' Rd., Brunswick 04011
Maine Freewomen'.s Herald, Box 488,
Brun·sv,.,ick 04011 .
Maine Gay Indians, c/c, Deanna Francis,
Passamaquoddy Library,
,
. Pleasant Point 04667
Maine Gay Task Force/ MGTF Newsletter,
Box 4542; Portland 04144-.

NEY,' YORK CITY
[area code 212)
Dignity, P.O. ·sox 15!>4. N:Y .. PH 10022
CONNECTICUT
~rea code]
Gay Acuvists Alliance, PO Box 'l.,
Alcoholics Together/Worcester
756-0730
·east Conn. Gay Alliance,
. Village Sta., 10014
Dignity/Merrimack Valley,
Norwich
889-7530
Gay Media Coa1ffion,
PO Box 348 , Lowell 01853
'George w. Henry Foundatiq·n,
Box 128 Ansonia_Sta ._10023
st
Gay Activists Alliance, c/O Po st ma er,
Hartford _ .
~522-2646
Gay Men's ~eillth Project,
'General Delivery,
·
·
247 w. 11th St .
691-6969
.
. Gay· Alliance a.t-Yale,
487 •3393 , 487 -3234 • 481 -3344
Provincetown
·Gay sw·1tchboard
924-4036,
·
f
M
t
h
tt
2031
Yale
Sta.,
New
Haven
0652o'
436-8945
Homoph ilt: Union o
on ac use s,
-·--- - ---- •
Gay & women's Alliance for .
PO Box 262 , Fitchburg 01420
ifiarttord Gay Counsel in~ - 522-'.-575, 523-9837
Responsible Media, 370 Lexington
756-0 730
522 -5575 , 523-9837
MCC/Worcester
\,tc·c7H-art-fc,rd ··
- .
Ave., Suite 416, N .Y.C. , N.Y.
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-In Ctr.
487-0387
l nstitute of -Social E'th ics/ National
L'fisbian -Feminists Liberation,
Provincetown Homophile Assistance
Gay-Archives, 1 Gold St.,,
c/o Women's Center
League , Box 674 Provincetown 02657
,Suite 228 , Hartford 06103
547-1281
.
W.,20th St.
243
New Bedford Women' s Cl inic
999-1070
Kalos/ Gay Liberation, Harttora
568-2656
Lesbian Switchboard
Salem Gay Hotline
MCC/Hartford
522-5575
MCC-NY ·
8-1 o·pm {Tues ..only)
745-0594
The Church of the Eternal
Nattona!Gay Task Force ,
527 -5612 ·
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Flame Universal
80 Fifth Ave. , Rm. 506
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
Amherst Gay Hotline {rrien & women) 545-0154
15 Chric:tooher St.
354-88.0-~7= ~
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